




















Hope all is well with everyone.  I still had not begun to do anything productive in my shop, 
until I saw a model posted on Face/Book completed by a gentleman from the Grumpy Old 
Scale Modelers!!  He posted pictures of his Tamiya 1/24 Mercedes-AMG GT3, of which I had 
one in my stash!!  I viewed all of his 10-12 photos of it and couldn't believe what I was 
seeing, every detail of it was 1st class.  It made me want to get off my butt and get busy 
with mine.

Upon opening the box and examining the sprues, I was amazed that the 138 mostly Light 
Grey parts were so clean, had absolutely NO flash on them, anywhere!! No detail of this 
model was left out, except it doesn't come with a visible motor, which is ok because you 
don't miss that when you see the finished model (which is "curbside" class).  The interior is 
beautifully detailed.  Also included are mirror faces, window/windshield masks, and a small 
sheet of screen mesh.  It will take a lot of time and patience to build this Superb model!!  
The instructions call for 17 different colors of paint!! I have the Tamiya spray paint but had 
to order 12 small bottles of acrylic paint, which I've never used before.  I am really excited 
about this kit.  I have never built a Tamiya model before, and the superior quality of it is 
apparent, as compared to other kit manufacturers' kits.

I highly recommend this kit to anyone who wants something different to build, but it will 
take a lot of patience and skill, that will be very rewarding in the end!! Oh. one note here, 
I'm a little short on both but will give it a hell of a try!!

Look for in-progress photos of my Tamiya Mercedes-AMG GT3 build in the September 
Spare Parts.  Get modeling and stay safe!! 

Tom

Old Dominion Open Sponsor:
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Next Build: 
Tamiya 1/24 
Mercedes-
AMG GT3



Crusader Mk. III Anti-Aircraft tank w/20mm Oerlikon guns
Crusader Mk. I British Cruiser tank

This is a little unusual for me, as I am going to do a two-fer.  Since both of these kits have the 
same hull and quite a few of the same parts, it makes sense, and of course, I’m also a bit lazy, so 
there you are.

I’ve become quite a fan of this company after building some of their Japanese tanks.  They are 
well detailed, include PE, have very good fit and the suspension systems are a breeze to build.  
The problem I have with these kits are that they are hard to get locally.  Last Cavalry and Kitlinx 
are the two best sources I know of.  

These kits look like they are up to IBG usual standards, the molding is crisp and flash free and 
there aren’t an insane number of parts.  As you can see in the pictures, the five sprues all come 
sealed in plastic bags, plus another for the two track sections and the PE and decals.  The parts 
count is just a little north of fifty, so this is an easy weekend build.

The Crusader I is one of my favorites, with the small machine gun turret on the front slope.  
Although it was apparently fairly useless and absolute hell to man with the weapon firing and the 
hatch closed.  You can build the turret with the hatch open, but you will need to scratch build at 
least some turret detail to do that as even with a figure, much of the turret interior will be visible.   
The kit has decals for two sand versions and one Caunter scheme.  Oddly enough, there are no 
painting instructions or decals for the version shown on the box top.

The Crusader III AA tank shares the hull sprues with a different sprue for the turret. The 20mm 
guns look very delicate and will be a challenge to remove and clean up.  I highly recommend a PE 
saw for this type of work.  There are decals for two versions, both either SCC 15 or olive drab and 
both in Polish markings. 

The PE parts are mostly the sand skirts for both versions.  They will be a bit of a challenge to 
bend, but should look very good when done.  The AA tank includes some sights for each weapon, 
and both sets have straps for the side skirts.  The painting guides for both kits do not show side 
skirts, so you have an out if all of the bending drives you batty. 

These look like they will be fun builds and will look good joining my 1/72 scale Army.  

IBG 1/72 "Crusader" Kit Reviews                                 Glen Broman
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RPG Models 1/35 MK-15 "Phalanx"  Image Gallery             Richard Leininger

The base was made from thick Plastruct sheet stock cut on a table saw. Railings were done with 
plastic tubing. I made wooden blocks as a template to set consistent height for each of the 
horizontal rails.  I used Model Master Blue-Grey enamal for the base and Tamiya Acrylics for the 
Phalanx. Gave everything a burnt umber pin wash around all joints and bolts. "Danger" warning 
circle was done by cutting a circle template from a piece of Vellum using a circle cutter bought on 
Ebay. Everything was given a final flat seal coat of Testers Dullcoat lacquer.

Richard
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When visiting others' model rooms, I was keenly interested in the lighting of their spaces and 
workbenches.  Some even additional table space for photographing their completed models, or in-
progress photography to accompany their kit review articles.  A transition from standard bulbs to 
"daylight" had become the trend.  Subsequently, "True Color" Ott-Lites had become favorites of 
home crafters, fishing Fly-Tyers, and many scale modelers. The desk top version swiveled on its 
base, featured a 13 watt  "daylight" pin-base fluorescent u-tube, and sometimes a foldaway plastic 
magnifier.  It was not cheap, Priced above $50 when not on sale.  About this time, my bench was 
illuminated by the same 48-in. shop light, fitted with 32-watt plant growing tubes, and two newly 
acquired 13-watt Ott-Lites.  Each Ott-Lite arm was opened to 14-in. above, and the shop light 
hung 40-in. above, my workbench surface. This lighting arrangement was a vast improvement in 
brightness and color value, but I still, occasionally, grabbed for additional lighting.

I recently made a workbench lighting upgrade, but on the cheap, after several years of utilizing 
various light bulb and tube types.  Some of my light fixtures being gifts from well-meaning family 
members and friends who do not do the close work of scale modelers and other hobbyists.  At 65, 
I'm adapting to degrading of my eyesight, most of which (focusing) has been addressed by 
surgery and the use of prescription glasses.  Additional magnification for the aforementioned 
"close work" has been accomplished with a Michaels $10.99 clip-on magnifier, believe it or not.  
When figure painting, I resort to a magnifier visor, to assist with scales smaller than 1/32.  But, 
without proper lighting...

Budget Workbench Lighting Upgrade                                            Mark Elder

Decades ago, as a young Technical Illustrator, office ceiling T-12 and desk lamp T-8 fluorescent 
tube lighting sufficed for my illustrating and reading plans, maps, etc.  Objects lit this way had a
bluish cast, but was an improvement over areas illuminated with incandescent bulbs, which 
produced a yellow/amber cast to objects.  As I began anew my interest in scale modeling, I used 
the lighting accustomed to at work: fluorescent tubes (but in the form of a 48" shop light), with a 
swivel arm desk lamp (featuring 72 watt halogen bulb and 22 watt fluorescent ring tube) received 
as a gift.  These served me for years, but increasingly detailed model kits, more complicated 
airbrush painting, as well as the etched metal and resin parts afflictions, required brighter lighting 
that also reveal truer color values.  A growing interest in photographing models also forced a new 
look at illumination, as well as contrast and color.

As modelers age, 
these, and other, 
eyesight aids may 
become a necessity. 
(Left) Clip and Flip 
Magnifier, and (Right) 
OptiVISOR.

(Left) A 48-in. fluorescent 
shop light with 2 "Plant-
Grow" tubes, suspended 
40-in. above work surface, 
& (Right) two 'True Color' 
Ott-Lights were my primary 
workbench lighting, until 
very recently.
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The above images are taken with my I-Phone, and not altered, except for cropping.  Like the Ott-
Lite Arms, the new swivel-arm lamp shade bottom is 14" above bench worksurface, centered on 
my completed Tamiya 1/35 Flakvierling 38.  I hope the resolution of the images has enough quality 
for readers to see the difference in the compared lighting.  There is a subtle improvement with the 
Sylvania 23-watt CFL shown in the top right image, but the improvement shown in the lower right 
image is more striking.  Brightness and color translation in the lower right image of subject is much 
improved.  Having only one swivel-arm task light (clamped on bench away from work area), 
instead of two Ott-Lites (located in work area), increases work space and frees an electrical outlet.  
Four of the Sylvania 23-watt CFL bulbs cost about $10 at Lowes, and I'm sure (like me) you have 
a swivel-arm desk lamp handy.  This was my lighting solution, but you may also look at HO (High 
Output) T5 fluorescent and LED lighting, which are much more expensive.

Budget Workbench Lighting Upgrade                                            Mark Elder

Lighting: Shop Light & 2 Ott-Lites: Lighting: Shop Light & 1 Sylvania HCL:

Last week, I replaced a 13-watt CFL (Fluorescent Spiral Bulb) that came with my swivel-arm lamp, 
with a Sylvania 23-watt CFL.  This bulb features 1600 Lumens (brightness) and 5000 Kelvin (Color 
Value).  I do not have Lumens data for Ott-Lite, but Kelvin was 5500.  Although the Ott-Lite's 5500 
Kelvin rating is higher (tho 6500-6700 K is optimal), I could not discern the 500 Kelvin difference.

Lighting: Shop Light & 2 Ott-Lites: Lighting: Shop Light & 1 Sylvania HCL:
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Budget Workbench Lighting Upgrade                                           Mark Elder

(Left) The Sylvania 23-watt HZ 1911 CFL spiral fluorescent "bulb" fits the standard lamp 
socket.  (Center) The swivel-arm lamp takes up space only above my workbench, unlike the 
Ott-Lite fixtures, which bracketed subject within the work area.  (Right) Shade of the swivel-
arm task light with white interior.  Something to consider: Painting shade interior Silver, or 
lining with aluminum foil, are DIY tricks used by aquariasts to reflect more light, would also 
benefit scale modelers.

I hope this unscientific light comparison study is helpful.  Searching on-line, I found basically the 
same 23-watt CFL "bulb" but featuring the increased, but optimal "daylight" 6500 Kelvin rating.  It 
is more expensive, but will provide you with the correct color viewing, a great help when mixing 
and applying paint.  Wattage equivalent: 90.  The life of the CFL is sometimes measured in years, 
not hours.  Lumens and Kelvin data are often found on light bulbs and tubes, and/or provided on 
packaging.  You can also "Google" this data.  Use this information to help in deciding your next 
lighting purchase.

I want to hear from readers that are happy with their workbench lighting, and what they use.  
Those that have transitioned to LED lighting for modeling, it would be especially interesting to 
know, and report, what your experiences are, and maybe reviews of individual LED lights so that 
other modelers may benefit from your knowledge.

Sanding Vinyl Tires                                                                          Mark Elder

Admit it, you'd rather sand Super Glue joints than the dreaded vinyl tires 
provided by kit manufacturers, like Trumpeter.  Other manufacturers, like 
Hasegawa, have replaced their older kit provided vinyl tires with those made of 
resin or styrene, in their re-releases. Of course, vinyl tires are still provided in 
mainstream manufactured car kits, 1/25-1/24 and larger scales.  There will be 
raised mold seams to remove, or you want to replicate worn treads.  Try this: 
Place tire(s) in freezer for about one hour, then remove one at a time and 
quickly begin sanding with fine sandpaper.  Please know that this technique 
does not work on all manufacturers' tires, but when it does...  Awesome!
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President, Prizes, Contact......... Michael Lyons
mlyons@richmondicezone.com & 804.306.4517

Newsletter Editor.............................. Mark Elder

Venue: Smoketree Community Building

visit IPMSRICHMOND.blogspot.com

11100 Smoketree Drive, Richmond

Chapter Officers

IPMS Richmond Chapter Information
The Richmond Chapter of the International Plastic Modelers Society was established in 1972 

by five area scale modelers.  Combining great talent and passion for scale modeling, they 
created IPMS Richmond, with the expressed hope of spreading their enthusiasm for modeling 
to others in Central Virginia, and beyond.

Chapter members and guests meet the second Monday of each month, sharing their latest 
projects during "Show 'n Tell", developing improved modeling techniques while enjoying award 
winning members' demonstrations and special guest speakers.  Members organize  trips to 
public events that focus on scale modeling, competition, and history.  Quarterly, our members 
gather just to build models as a group, and to enjoy each other's modeling, in-progress. 
IPMS Richmond hosts the Mid-Atlantic's largest annual one-day scale modeling event, the 

Old Dominion Open model show and contest, which attracts a thousand, and more, to 
fellowship, compete, shop vendors offering the latest and vintage hobby products, and to be 
amazed at the over 1,000 completed scale models on display.

Annual membership fee: $25 (and special discount family membership fee).  IPMS Richmond 
is governed by its constitution and by-laws, administered by annually elected officers.  We 
share your love for scale modeling, no matter the subject, and we invite you to join us.
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